Smart phone camera providing a new layer of security and privacy with tamper evident labels

The growth of mobile technology delivers great benefits, but also introduces new threats to personal and corporate privacy. This has resulted in an innovative use of the X22 non-residue tamper evident label.

This innovative non-residue wraparound label can be applied to a phone, covering both the front and the back camera. This label leaves no damaging residue on the phone when removed.

If the label has been VOIED prior to removal at security, the security team are alerted that a breach may have occurred and the phone should be checked for images, video and data.

This label can be overprinted with sequential numbers, departments, location names... the choice is yours.

Individual details on the labels ensures they cannot be copied and used inappropriately. To find out more please contact us.

Layered security
Quick to check
No residue

Label Options:
Custom message available
Sequential numbers
QR codes
Colours
Barcodes

Dimensions: 38mm x 150mm
Ref: DR2839

www.tampertech.net